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Nomos aims to revolutionize the hype metrics in crypto trading through
 “Appolo,” an AI-based social signal dashboard that uses sentiment analysis for 

determining the hype around social media platforms
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Disclaimer

This document is created by the Team behind Nomos Project (https://nomo-
sproject.com/). This document is for educational and informational purposes 
only. The contents of this document are not a financial promotion. None of 
the information or analyses presented are intended to form the basis for any 
investment decision and no specific recommendations are intended. There-
fore, none of the contents of this document serve as an invitation or induce-
ment to engage in any sort of investment activity. This document is not in-
tended to be a prospectus, solicitation, inducement or offering for investment 
or the sale or issuance of securities or any interests or assets.

The information in this document is given in good faith, but no warranties, 
guarantees or representations are made by NomosProject.com with regard 
to the accuracy, completeness or suitability of the information presented. 
Nomos Team expressly disclaims any and all responsibility, and Recipients 
expressly waive any claim, for any direct or consequential loss or damages 
of any kind whatsoever (whether foreseeable or not) arising directly or indi-
rectly from: (i) reliance on any information contained in this document or any 
information which is made available in connection with any further inquiries, 
(ii) any error, omission, or inaccuracy in any such information, (iii) any action 
resulting therefrom or (iv) usage or acquisition of products. This disclaimer 
applies notwithstanding any negligence, default or lack of care.

The Nomos Team may update, modify or correct this document in its sole 
discretion, without notice or incurring any obligation or liability to any recipi-
ent hereof. This document is strictly confidential and intended to be viewed 
exclusively by those recipients (“Recipient(s)”) specifically authorized by the 
Nomos Team. This document shall not bind, convey any rights, obligations, 
terms, performance, covenants, representations or warranties on behalf of 
the Nomos Team to Recipient, or create any relationship between the Nomos 
Project and any Recipient or any other party.
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The Background

Since the creation of Bitcoin, blockchain has solved some key issues by in-
troducing peer-to-peer transactions that removed the need of intermediar-
ies. This created a new environment for trustless applications & has brought 
the idea of decentralization to a new plane. Over the last few years multiple 
new decentralized applications (dApps) were created – DeFi (decentralized 
finance) has democratized access to financial instruments to millions of users 
worldwide. Despite those facts, massive adoption of cryptocurrency & block-
chain is yet to come and inherent key issues have to be solved.

Difficult interfaces, long wallet addresses & chaotic trading charts, indeed 
lack of information can be a problem for a newcomer. That is why we are 
building Nomos – a revolutionary crypto project that builds blockchain infra-
structure & will provide API layers for third party use. Nomos aims to build 
Nomos Tools (dApps), products with enhanced UI (user interface) features for 
holders, traders and newcomers alike.

Our Vision
At Nomos, our mission is to make crypto sentiment data accessible by anyone 
on blockchain in a decentralized way. We aim to provide enhanced social me-
dia data for traders & simplified options for non-tech savvy users.

Nomos has been born out of the idea of balance between the rationalism and 
chaos. The idea that has been permanent throughout the history of mankind! 
And if there can be time to make that happen the time is now! If we can put it 
in three words, our approach is: decode, simplify & deliver!
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The Problem of Market Analysis

Underline issues of blockchain adoption lies in the fundamental structure, 
interface and lack of information. The majority of cryptocurrency trading is 
driven by generic graph reading and impulsive trading.

Sentiment Analysis is a relatively new and extremely powerful tool utilized in 
market analysis. Markets are ultimately run by human beings and us humans 
are majorly  driven by emotions, hence sentiment has been a driving force in 
creating crypto market trends. 

Blockchain is difficult to newcomers & technological advancement has yet to 
come.

What are the aspects that a newcomer faces in crypto?

Emotional decision-making, lack of information, impatience, no exit strategy, 
new tech terminology. DApp interfaces are mostly complex & convey more 
information than a newcomer can grasp. Wallet addresses are long and non 
user-friendly. Wallets are difficult to navigate & can be enhanced with senti-
ment specific information.
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We have a Solution

‘Nomos – We have a solution’ This Statement that was first worded out by one 
of our community members, stands at the core of principles that Nomos Tools 
follows.

For small to mid-cap tokens, sentiment analysis of telegram, discord and other 
social media frontiers can provide strong investor confidence on token specific 
information & trends. This AI based social tool when provided in a simple, user-
friendly interface can fundamentally change the way we make smart financial 
decisions. Especially in the wild west of crypto driven primarily by retail inves-
tors, sentiment analysis is an extremely powerful yet underutilized tool in the 
arsenal of a budding investor.

Nomos builds tools, & it has its own niche and does not compete with any other 
project. It is evident that crypto is largely moved by emotions and 2017 Bull-
run followed by a bear market has proved that. Nomos tools opens the doors to 
new crypto enthusiasts & helps increase the adoption of cryptocurrency.
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Nomos Tools

Decentralized Applications
> Nomos Dashboard
> Nomos Addreses
> Nomos Wallet
Building UI infrastructure on Blockchain

NOMOS DASHBOARD
‘Appolo’ is a Nomos optimal AI based dashboard that features hype metrics 
(simplified), sentiment analysis (global trends), reputation and transaction 
analysis (advanced). The aim of this tool is to provide organized crypto senti-
ment data, all combined in a user-friendly interface. The dashboard will be 
accessible by anyone with ‘Trust Wallet’ or Metamask.

Nomos dashboard will encompass 2 types of interfaces; 
1.  Traders dashboard – this interface will provide enhanced data for pro trad-
ers with detailed analatics, chart/sentiment specific events.

2.  Simplyfied dashboard – this interface is aimed for newcomers and conveys 
all basic information; detailed hints and knowledge base.

‘Appolo’ helps make educated decisions when investing in crypto projects.

Users of ‘Appolo’ will be able to check enhanced data on a neatly designed 
interface. Coins and tokens will be scanned or selected from a Trend Chart.

Nomos Token Holders will receive continuous rewards; a nominal transaction fee 
will be charged to use this feature (Details in White Paper 2.0)

AI Solutions for newcomers & pro traders
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Nomos Addresses

Interfaces are just a start when it comes to shortened wallet addresses. Users 
of Nomos Tools will have the option to set a shortened version of their wallet 
address. This tool can be used as a separate API layer & will be available for 
third-party use.

-          Nomos Addresses shorten existing cryptocurrency wallet address & 
makes it memorable
-          Nomos Token (NMS) will be used to request on-chain data. A nominal 
transaction fee will be charged, further rewarding holders of NMS

*This feature is in a concept development phase.
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Nomos Wallet

NOMOS WALLET – (INTEGRATION)
Nomos wallet comes with integrated Nomos Tools (Nomos Dashboard and 
Nomos Addresses). On top of that the wallet will feature sophisticated hold-
ing display,  swaps, trading, and staking opportunities.

- Nomos Wallet integrates all nomos tools in one interface
- Nomos Addresses will be first available within the wallet

Nomos Wallet is based on integration of all traditional wallet features and 
Nomos Dashboard. 

Base Features:

• Holding Display
• Sentiment vs Chart Option
• Quick Check options
• Sentiment Trend Suggestions
• Token Specific Mood Bounce Rate
• Overall Sentiment Rating

*Team considers adding additional features on the basis of community consensus.
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Tokenomics

TOKEN UTILITY
Nomos Tokens represented by the ticker NMS, will have multiple uses.
Main utility of the NMS token is to handle transactions at Nomos Tools.
With a use of a new tax model, these transactions will reflect to the current 
holders of NMS and facilitate on chain data.

Second Utility > with the release of Nomos Tools, Team is looking to imple-
ment a governance model. Holders of NMS tokens to control the future of 
Nomos by issuing governance proposals and having them voted upon.

TOTAL SUPPLY: 11,000,000,000
TICKER: NMS
DECIMALS: 11

Contract Address:
0xF7B7Db914e8Fd226f5648CebDc7464D1aC4f6AFc

NMS Token Tracker on BscScan
https://bscscan.com/token/0xF7B7Db914e8Fd226f5648CebDc7464D1aC4f6AFc

NMS - A Deflationary & Holder Rewarding Token on BSC

Nomos Token ($NMS) Holders are incentivized to Hold via exclusive holder 
distribution rewards, automatic burns & automatic LP, which further increas-
es the value of Nomos
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Tax Model

Allocation

Airdrop 5%
Team 5%
Partnership 5%
Research & Development 10%
Burned 50%

Presale: 11%
PinkSale Launch: 7%
Liquidity: 7%

AUTOMATIC BURN 

1% of each transaction 
get burnt, decreasing the 
total supply over time & 

increasing the token value

AUTOMATIC LIQUIDITY 

1% of every transaction 
gets put towards the 
liquidity pool on Pan-

cakeswap

REDISTIRBUTION

4% of every transaction 
gets redistributed to 

holders, i.e., receive more 
$NMS by holding

HYPE ENSURANCE

5% tax gets swapped to 
BNB and sent to market-
ing wallet, ensuring that 

Nomos project is continu-
ously hyped

1% 1%

4% 11%
TAX

5%
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Roadmap

Pre-Launch Phase:
Airdrop Round 1 Campaign
Airdriop Round 2 Campaign
Fairlaunched on Pinksale 15th October

PHASE 1: Q4-2021

Marketing Partnership
Audit (Techrate or SolidityFinance)
Coingecko Listing
CoinmarketCap Listing
TrustWallet
Blockfolio
Nomics
Airdrop Round 1 Distribution

PHASE 3: Q2 2022

More Partnerships,
‘Appolo’ Beta 1.0,
Nomos Addresses ‘sProof of Concept

PHASE 4

Nomos Dashboard ‘Appolo’ Launch
Nomos Addresses Beta 1.0,
Nomos Wallet Beta

Community Discussions
Re-evaluate past progress

PHASE 2: Q1 2022

Dev Team Expansion
Appolo’ Proof of Concept
New investor relations
Tech partnerships
Airdrop Round 2 Distribution
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Development Roadmap

Apollo Dashboard: The backbone of the Apollo Dashboard is KPIs (Key Per-
formance Indicators) generated via the aggregated algorithms with break-
downs of Holder sentiment, hype metrics, bot/artificial activity and activity 
insights. This shall be provided by the proprietary AI algorithm to analyze 
social indicators of tokens. The Initial priority will be the development of the 
algorithm which is active and future modules added as the team expands.

DEVELOPMENT TIMELINE
Apollo Dashboard: Alpha version for internal testing to be available Q1 2022, 
with public beta to go live Q2 2022.

Nomos Addresses: We aim to provide a scheme of key components and test 
the concept internally; Proof of concept - Q2 2022

Nomos Wallet: We intend to provide an uniquely new type of wallet; this is 
majorly based on the discussions within the community and the proposal of 
concept scheduled by the Team: Q3 2022;
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Partnerships

Nomos stands for order and transparent information. In order to provide full 
featured services for the users of Nomos Tools, our collaboration plans are set 
to collaborate with: universities, selective tech companies from top fortune 
list and high profile data focused blockchain projects. Partnership areas in-
clude engagement of students from tech universities worldwide, tech supply, 
blockchain data storage and token/coin safety index providers. As we are in 
an early development stage, more information is yet undisclosable.
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Team

Luka Zet
Strategic Lead

Focused on strategic devel-
opment of Nomos. Leads 
successful international 
projects in creative indus-
try. Supports innovations & 
blockchain!

George Shein
Tool Concept Development

Architect/designer. Profes-
sor. Focused on concept 
development, branding and 

tool design.

Sam Jain
Chief Technical Officer

Sam is a software developer 
with years of experience in 
UI UX, front end design and 
Machine Learning.

Daniel Zed
Head of Expansion

Has a vast network of con-
nections in the financial & 
creative tech sector. He is in 
charge of promoting NO-
MOS in the UK.

Dea Val
Social Media Marketing

Engaged in evolving No-
mos’s online identity and 
presence. Cares about  Art, 
Science and Technology.
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Nomos Community

Community of the Nomos Project is vibrant & passionate 
and supports Nomos in its venture to the moon.

Join our Community!

Telegram: https://t.me/NomosProject
Telegram ANN: https://t.me/NomosChannel
Twitter: twitter.com/nomoscryptohype
Medium: https://medium.com/@nomosproject
Instagram: https://instagram.com/nomoscryptohype
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FAQ

When has Nomos launched?

Nomos Token (NMS) has launched on Pink-
Sale Launchpad at 15th October 2021;
Link to Fairlaunch: PinkSale

https://www.pinksale.finance/#/launchpad/0xdA2A
A0231aB9c3f8AF6173a915c24c7Bd78320B0?cha
in=BSC

When Does the Airdrop Round 1 distribu-
tion start?

Distribution of airdrop round 1 & limited 
airdrop starts November 23rd and ends Dec 
23rd 2021.

Whats the Appolo Dashboard release 
date?

Alpha version for internal testing to be 
available Q1 2022, with public beta to go 
live Q2 2022.

When Does Airdrop Round 2 distribution 
start?

Airdrop Round 2 distribution starts in Q1 
2022 – TBA

Project Tokens locked- Proof?

All Project tokens are locked with Pinklock.
Proof of Project NMS Locked:
https://www.pinksale.finance/#/pinklock/detail/0xF
7B7Db914e8Fd226f5648CebDc7464D1aC4f6AFc
?chain=BSC

Where can i purchase NMS?

You can trade NMS on PancakeSwap > Get 
NMS on PancakeSwap:

0xf7b7db914e8fd226f5648cebdc7464d1ac4f6afc

Is the NMS liquidity Locked?

LP tokens are locked by Pinksale for 1 Year
Lock Date: 2021.10.15 17:37 UTC
Unlock Date: 2022.10.15 17:37 UTC
Proof of NMS liquidity lock:

https://www.pinksale.finance/#/pinklock/
record/300?chain=BSC
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How to add NMS to my wallet?

Add NMS Token on TrustWallet
1. Tap on the toggle sign on the upper right corner of the Wallet Screen
2. Scroll all the way down and click ‘Add Custom Token’
3. Select Network (Smart Chain)
4. Paste Nomos Token Contract Address:
0xf7b7db914e8fd226f5648cebdc7464d1ac4f6afc
-Add Token Symbol: NMS
– Add Decimals of Precision: 11
-Click Done (upper right corner)

You shall now see your NMS shown in Trust Wallet
More information available here: https://community.trustwallet.com/t/how-to-
add-a-custom-token/213

———————————————

Add NMS Token on MetaMask

1. Navigate to Assets
2. Click Add Token
3. Select the Custom Token tab
4. Add Token Contract Address (see below for Nomos’s address):
0xf7b7db914e8fd226f5648cebdc7464d1ac4f6afc
-Add Token Symbol: NMS
-Add Decimals of Precision: 11
-Click Next

 You shall now see your NMS shown in MetaMask

———————————————
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Conclusion

Nomos is a project, which will revolutionize the way that everyday investors 
analyze crypto market data. While the Nomos team is focused on listings and 
building essential partnerships, our further plans are much broader and will 
involve developing additional features of the Nomos Tools.

The future of crypto is simple and accessible to anyone with a smartphone.
Nomos Project is making it a reality.

We are pleased to have you on this journey with us!

Nomos Team


